THE MISSION HAS NOT CHANGED SIGNIFICANTLY
An Update to The Mission Statement for Lind Innovation

I actually do not even know how to sign this document as the organization I co-founded with Teresa Morden, Alexandria Yale, Jack Driscoll, Ross Oldenburg and Reece Sellin is now
in disarray to the point where only Jack and I remain. Much of that was personal problems which I let fester, much of that was because we have never had a working charter, much
of that is because I never properly gave credit to the co-founders of the organizations, particularly Teresa Morden who really should have been a named partner as it was her idea
to found a company to solve what John Nash would later describe as my “mental health” (his quotes) problems.
My feelings of being stuck have only accelerated over the past almost decade, and at least from the outside looking in most of the members who have left us are in the same
situation. In February 2016 I decided my independent consulting practice was holding back the mission of Lind Innovation: To Foster the Exchange AND employ our members so I
resigned from my current client and redefined myself as a Transformation Engineer (see https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/group-bobaloo-exercise-transformation-engineeringjason-lind/ ) and after an Odyssey through the psych ward and to my parents and on the streets and through the psych ward to some group homes I finally landed a major client
for US.
It is my preference that we build an organization with some of the original members, the exchange has taking major advancement forward. I pitched an idea of using CME account
level trade data, the bids and asks, to see if the commodity-to-commodity algorithm I developed would increase volume to the former Head of Historic Market Data at Citadel and
he said if I’m right there is a possibility of an order of magnitude in global GDP Growth. However we would need to get special clearance to have access to that data, even in
anonymized format.
If we can organize and get serious I believe this is an opportunity to worth with both the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and
DARPA. I have contacts with both on LinkedIn. I am not going to even propose a name for our new organization. I will say I
want to limit the size to 20. We need to come up with bullet proof charter defining the goals, rights and responsibilities of the
roles and a process that makes everyone comfortable. We also need real equity sharing, and revenue sharing (possibly).
The diagram to right is a UML Use Case diagram demonstrating the types of members I propose we have and the number of
that kind. (1 President, 2 EVP’s etc). These are only top level, for instance I could be an EVP / Chief Transformation Engineer,
or maybe we won’t be using the Chief titles anymore. I would like there to be collaboration on all of this so we have significant
buy in heading into our new initiative.
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